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Get A Huge Rush of Traffic 
within Minutes with StumbleUpon!

by Etienne Teo

DISCLAIMER

This report contains the ideas and opinions of the author. It is not recommendation to 
purchase and sell of the blogging tips and money making discussion herein. Any money 
making opportunities that are mentioned are only for illustrative and educational purpose 
and based on my knowledge, they will make money on your blog.

I have made my best effort to provide the most accurate and up to date information, no 
warranty or guarantee is given regarding the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the 
information provided herein. The author and publisher disclaim any responsibility for any 
liability, loss or risk, which may arise as a consequence, directly or indirectly, from the 
use and applications of any of the ideas, strategies or techniques in this report.

Good Luck and Cheers to your stumbling and money making opportunities!
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What is stumbleupon?

Stumbleupon is a social website, utilizing a web browser toolbar to search 
and  "stumble" the web. It is a much fun way to find great and useful 
websites without using Google Search. By using the Toolbar you are able to 
channel surf on the web with just a click on the button “Stumble!”.

Stumbleupon Toolbar

Stumbleupon Toolbar is a plugin that could be easily installed to your 
internet browser for use.

Go to http://www.stumbleupon.com/ to get your ToolBar Installed

If you are using Firefox – Add this plugin to your browser

The Toolbar is broken into 4 sectors

 Stumble! when clicked it will search for a random blog to visit 
and upon reading it’s content you decided whether it should be worth of a 
“thumbs up” or “thumbs down”.

 I like it! will allow you to be the judge, and whether this blog 
could get some good thumbs up depends on you! I guess everyone would 
want you to give them a thumbs up, don’t they? A thumbs down on the other 
hand will not affect your reputation since it does not count, so you can move 
on to your next site.

 If you have discovered a site that you find worthy of bragging 
around in stumbleupon, then send it to your friends or stumbler mates. The 
white bubble is a “review me” Tag, upon giving the thumbs up you might 
just want to review the site and tell others why you want to give this site a 
thumbs up.

All the channel buttons when clicked with show 
you specify items that you requested for, like video, pictures or news and 
articles.
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Why should I use Stumbleupon?

Stumbleupon is a great tool to help generate massive traffic, that is what all 
webmaster and bloggers would want visitors to their site daily and hitting 
10k unique/day would be a dream come true, well of course stumbling could 
not get you that many visitors but hitting 1-5k/day would not be a problem.

Like I have said before, using the Toolbar allows you to search random for 
sites to stumble and also you can use the toolbar for yourself to generate 
traffic. The toolbar allows a function  . You can give “thumbs 
up” for your own article which you feel will be of a great knowledge to 
share among other stumblers. There are 3 things you got to remember to do 
after you give the thumbs up for a newly discovered page.

1) Review – Write a short blurb of this amazing piece of article you 
found.

2) Tags – Give the most relevant tags to this article.
3) Adult – If it is of adult content please remember to give a consent, 

you do not want stumbleupon to ban you for not doing what’s told.
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What would I gain from stumbling?

When you stumble others and leave them a review, they will remember to 
also visit you and give youa stumble back and it is part of traffic marketing 
skills which you need to learn. Give others what they need and they will 
return you with double of what you gave.

Part of a blogger’s code is to give and gain from the return that you reap, by 
letting others know you have reviewed them, they will return you back with 
a favor and once you site is stumbled, it will reach to many others who will 
view your site, that is how you are able to receive tons of traffic in one day.

• Generate a large amount of visitors within a day 
• Establish a whole new group of readers
• Gain numerous backlinks from other bloggers who will expose your 

writeup

You can get traffic from everywhere around the world and from my 
observation most of the visitors are Americans and they are great stumblers, 
I guess they really have nothing better to do than just stumble sites at home, 
I hope no one is offended. I would not be surprise to hear that the top 
stumblers reach 118k web pages he stumbled with positive reviews and 
close to 4 figures of pictures and videos which makes them a top stumbler! 
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How to become a Top Stumbler?

Most of the Top stumblers started 18 months ago to clock that much positive 
stumbled pages. It’s like how you learn to walk before you walk you crawl, 
so you need to start slow, aim for certain number of sites to stumble each 
day and make sure you fill in the followings to be a great stumbler.

• Review the site/Article
• Tag it correctly
• Adult content or not
• Spend your time reading the article truthfully

If you break any one of these rules, stumbleupon knows very well at their tip 
of the fingers how to rank you, base on these criteria. Never do Speed 
‘Thumbs up’ and 5 seconds reading, you will be clocked and remembered as 
a poor stumbler, which you would not want that to happen do you?

What Stumbleupon did not want you to know 

Every site keeps a secret or 2 and awaits for other to unveil it to the public. 
Now what are the “cheats” that stumbleupon have left for us to exploit on?

Submit stories that are popular on Digg and Reddit

2 of the biggest Social Network which have massive submission daily, 
covering most of the popular stories on the internet. When any one of your 
articles hit their front page, you are bound to receive massive traffic. How 
do you become a good stumbler? 

You stumble those stories and keep your readers from wanting more from 
your profile and by mixing stories that are popular with your best articles 
you can create constant traffic to your site.
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Don’t be a self-centered stumbler

I heard you, you want people to know of your site and your articles, but 
wouldn’t it be as good as spamming by submitting all of your articles to 
stumbleupon under your profile at one go? Everything should come with 
virtue patience. 

If you continuous stumble and review your own site and articles, you will be 
sandbox by stumbleupon, very similar to how Google works and you will 
not want that because it will bring you nothing. Today you can have 3k 
visitors/day and tomorrow you will have none. Remember how the first step 
works, work on that and see results.

Stumble more Videos and Photos a myth?

Would I be biting on my own if I said that stumbling more videos and 
photos can increase your ranks more than stumbling websites. According to 
my observation a minority of Top 50 stumblers actually have lesser pages 
stumbled on than many others but still gets ranked on the Top 50, why is 
that so? 

The photos and video they stumbled made a lot of difference and it could be 
the gates for you to become a Top Stumbler.  Have you stumbled enough 
Videos and Photos to make this myth come true for you? If you have yet to, 
then do it quickly.
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Exchanging Stumble with others are against the TOS?

While it is against the TOS to exchange Stumbles with another party, 
Stumbleupon discreetly allows you to send a invitation to your friends who 
you have added on stumbleupon and allow them to stumble what you have 
sent to them, 95% of the time, the article you invited to stumble would be 
given a “thumbs up”. 

Now what is stopping you from doing that, since stumbleupon gave such a 
function on its toolbar. They just don’t allow you to do it elsewhere. Sneaky 
fellows aren’t they?

Timing of your Submission Being Stumbled is Crucial

As you know most of the stumblers comes mainly from the Americans and 
the Europeans. Learning their daily culture would do you good because you 
want your article to be exposed to them. They are like your fish, you need to 
attract them at the right tide and hook them up so that you can have a fat 
catch! 

Give Stumbles on your articles in the late morning (pacific time) which 
would be past work hours in the European countries like UK and Italy and 
another timing at 8-9pm EST U.S. This is the best time to submit your 
articles for full day exposure with 2 of your biggest source of traffic. Sharing 
something interesting like a video or photo that is pleasant to the brains and 
eyes would do good. 
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Did you add the top 50 stumblers as your friend?

Did you add those 50 active members as your friends? If not then you would 
be missing out much of the fun of being an active stumbler. You see 
stumbleupon only allows 200 friends you can add and yes it sucks! 

So ensure ¼ of your friends are Top stumblers and Active stumblers because 
they are the one that will one day stumble across your articles. I can tell you 
not all 2 million users are good stumblers so only look for those who are 
active and you will climb your way to become the next Top stumbler.

While you are stumbling, did you increase your interest?

In order to get more friends and fans, you need to diversify your knowledge 
and stumbling tactics, the more you know the better you gets. While you 
stumble sites that you love, try to adapt into stumbling funny, comedy and 
interesting items you come across. 

People love interesting matters and likes to giggle at times, so these are 
some of the interest you can add into your profile and attract more friends 
and fans.
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Let others know of your presences

Increase your profile status and link them on Myspace, Facebook, Blogger, 
Wordpress and etc.. This provides free advertising for your stumble profile, 
it might just boost your additional fans and friends who will add you in their 
list.

Increase your traffic while stumbling other articles who wrote about you

Remember how you can generate numerous number of backlinks? Using the 
backlinks as a bait to increase your traffic could be a genius way to improve 
both your ranking and traffic. If problogger is to drop you a backlink to your 
article, would it be smart of you to stumble that article he wrote instead of 
your original piece?

Yes Problogger will receive traffic from SU but when stumblers read upon 
your link, they will visit you and you might just get lucky and receive a 
thumbs up generating a new batch of traffic.

Forming up a SU Team Community

A group of 5 bloggers among the same niche would help, because you know 
your trade and make sure all 5 are SU users, with an active record, ensuring 
you guys exchange stumbling with great reviews and tagging among 
yourself and spreading it so that all 5 receives constant traffic to your site or 
blog.
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Seeing Massive Traffic Today and None Tomorrow-Why?

Most of the people would see a jump in traffic and the following day none, 
there are some factors that could cause this factor to arise. 

• Stumblers find it annoying to see your site with popups and congested 
ads.

• Stumblers is not at all pleased with your site design and layout.
• Stumblers visits your site but it took donkey hours to load up your 

page.
• There is nothing interesting to their eyes at first glance of your 

website.

While these are some problems that could hurt the flow of your traffic, you 
should sit down and assess your problems as soon as possible and not 
leaving any of these items to occur again!

Placing Heavy Ads
Placing heavy ads on a new site that does not receive organic traffic but 
referral traffic like SU would do you no good. For the time being remove 
those ads  and make your site easy and light to surf on, It will surely jump 
start your blog with constant traffic.

Design and layout
Many have forgotten that a blog design and structure of your layout handles 
almost 30% of how you are going to attract visitors to your blog. The same 
theory applies to how you want to attract business, if you have an attractive 
package to go along with your product, I am sure many will purchase it from 
you. If you could not afford a blog design, you can download over 3,000 
templates and themes for both blogger and wordpress.
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Loading speed plays a part
Have you not heard of the “12 seconds limit” goodbye article. Though no 
one actually wrote that but saying good bye to the site or article happens 
only when your blog takes more than 12 seconds of the visitor time to load 
the full page. Some don’t even want to consider the full 12 seconds and they 
will leave your site for good.

1) Reduce your pictures or reduce the size file of them.
2) Give your pictures a height and width size so that they can read and 

load with speed.
3) Don’t use too much external Css Files and clean your unwanted CSS 

files.
4) Remove those scripts and files not require on your layout.
5) Check and optimize your full layout to improve the loading speed.

Is your blog sufficient with articles?
One of biggest problem that many bloggers face are having insufficient 
contents on their site. Before you start your blog, it is advisable that you 
write at least 5 pillar articles with strong headlines to entice your readers to 
read on your article. 

After you have written your 5 pillar articles, the rest of those articles can 
come in series which are a shorten version but expects your readers to come 
back to read more and this will create constant traffic to your blog.
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Make Money Online with Constant Traffic from 
StumbleUpon

Monetizing your blog at the right time is important and  if you are still living 
in your own world thinking that by placing a few ads here and there while 
not paying attention to the flow of your traffic, you will be sure you are not 
getting any money from your ads.

What you have forgotten in your steps to making money is to gain traffic, 
without visitors you are sure that those affiliate program or contextual ads 
you placed will not make you any money. 

Once you have a stable amount of traffic either from SU or Organic Traffic, 
you will be sure your money will start rolling in cash. 

Incentive Programs that you might want to consider monetizing your blog if 
you do not have any.

PPC Ads

Google Adsense – One of the more popular contextual ads services which 
allow you to make money on a PPC basis. 

Yahoo Publisher – Like Google, Simply display ads that are relevant to the 
content of your site and earn money from qualified clicks.

Kontera – A contextually relevant keyword that is discovered in real-time on 
a web page. You will see them as a double underline keyword which will 
link to a relevant ads.

Adbrite – Adbrite operates an online advertising network where buyers can 
purchase advertising from a network of websites including text links
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Pay Per Impressions

Tribal Fusion
RealTech Network
Casale Media
Valueclick
Burst Media

Affiliate Programs

Commission Junction – A network that matches products to content 
manages the relationship between merchants and affiliate content providers, 
and collects and pays e-commerce revenues on all sales generated.

ClickBank – Internet's largest digital marketplace where you can buy, sell, 
or promote digital products.

Azoogle Ads –  Maximize revenue from your traffic by promoting offers 
from their vast network of quality Advertisers.

AuctionAds – AuctionAds is a Cost Per Action (CPA) based ad program 
that allows you to monetize your website by displaying live eBay auctions 
that match the keywords you placed.

Amazon – Amazon Associates affiliate program is the granddaddy of all e-
commerce affiliate programs.

Hope you have enjoyed my free Report on the secrets to stumbling and 
increasing your traffic . I have written a post on 25 ways to massive traffic 
with stumbleupon. Enjoy my article and remember to subscribe to my Rss 
Feed for Daily updates! 

http://www.etienneteo.com/
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